The Cyber Attack Surface Analysis is a deep-dive assessment of your vendors who may or may not have access to your organization's networks and sensitive data. Your report will not only provide a historical analysis of potential compromise, but may also assist your organization to meet compliance and regulatory requirements. Our analysis evaluates the cybersecurity hygiene of a company when conducting M&A activity. Provided with an aggregated risk summary, this report opens the door for a conversation with your vendor or upper management, outlining next steps for process changes enabling your organization to quickly address identified risks.

The Cyber Attack Surface Analysis extends beyond the listing of vulnerabilities and network issues. Our security experts deliver a detailed analysis of threats and possible data breaches plaguing your organizations, as well as the actionable intelligence to address cyber threats.

- **System Compromise:**
  Identifies evidence of live or recent infections on your network from botnets, viruses and malware

- **Domain Portfolio and Spear Phishing Risk:**
  Analyzes registered domain names for fakes and look-alikes to identify likely vectors for spear phishing

- **Compromised User Accounts:**
  Identifies account credentials among millions of breached records

- **Configuration and Vulnerabilities:**
  Maps your public facing Internet footprint and itemizes the type, number and severity of vulnerabilities available to a outside threat actor

- **Online Indications and Warnings:**
  Examines feeds, posts and online chatter from more than 6,000 known actors and groups, as well as hacker channels and the Dark Web
BENEFITS TO YOUR ORGANIZATION

- Identify security vulnerabilities and receive actionable analysis to secure your attack surface.
- Save valuable analyst hours evaluating your security posture.
- Gain insight into your vendors’ application vulnerabilities to inform more effective management.
- Proactively look for potential leaks, theft of sensitive data, or other holes in your vendor’s security posture.

INDUSTRY’S MOST COMPREHENSIVE INTELLIGENCE

Expert Advice
This isn’t a pushbutton scorecard based on automated scans. LookingGlass™ provides full human vetting/analyst review of every finding to ensure that the false positives and “noise” common to many automated scorecard services are eliminated.

Industry’s Most Comprehensive Threat Coverage
We source from numerous types of structured threat data feeds – including LookingGlass proprietary feeds – as well as coverage of unstructured content from the social, surface, and Deep and Dark Web to provide a single, unified view of your cyber risk footprint. You can quantifiably assess and measure your internal security posture as threats and information assets continually evolve.

ABOUT LOOKINGGLASS CYBER SOLUTIONS

LookingGlass delivers unified threat protection against sophisticated cyber attacks for global enterprises and government agencies. Its comprehensive portfolio of managed services, threat platforms, machine-readable feeds, and automated threat response products – all supported by a global team of intelligence analysts – provides unprecedented visibility, response, and management of digital business risks. Prioritized, timely, and relevant cyber threat intelligence insights enable customers to take action across the different stages of the attack life cycle. Organizations of any size and level of security operations maturity leverage our 20+ years of tradecraft and investment in scalable, innovative solutions to protect their most valuable assets – brand, employees, customers, networks, and facilities.

Learn more at http://www.LookingGlassCyber.com